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TIE-dowN bINdER CHAIN uSE
Depending on the type of cargo you are securing, there are a variety
of different factors that can affect the way you secure the load.
wHEN SECuRING CARGo, IT IS IMPoRTANT
To CoNSIdER THE followING:





What is the gross weight of the load?
What is the physical size of the load?
Is the weight uniformly distributed?
Is the cargo size uniform?

THE EffECT of ANGlE oN
INdIRECT TIEdowNS

dETERMINING THE AGGREGATE
woRKING loAd lIMIT

You also need to consider the effect that angles will have on indirect
tie downs. The chart below demonstrates how the effectiveness of
the tie down is impacted by the angle at which it is used.

When using multiple tie downs, you also need to determine
the aggregate working load limit. The aggregate working
load limit of any securement system must be at least
50% of the weight of the cargo being secured with a
length of less than 10 ft. (3 meters) & blocked from
forward motion. The diagram below illustrates how you
would determine the aggregate working load limit when
using multiple tie downs.

TIEdowN TIGHTENEd To 1,000 lbS. of TENSIoN
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EXAMPLE:
50% of A
+ 50% of B
+ 50% of C
+ 50% of D

15˚

= Aggregate Working
Load Limit

THE aNgLE oF aN INdIrECT TIEdowN
SHouLd NEvEr bE LESS THaN 30˚

For full details on regulations and requirements for securing cargo,
refer to FMCSA – Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Section(s)
393.100 through 393.136 of the FMCSA regulation handbook.
Information is also available online at: http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov.
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